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Motivation: repulsive after-effects

Stimuli near to an adapting stimulus are perceived as more different than
they actually are.

Focus up and down the long black bar for 60s, and then on the black square.

Examples: orientation, curvature, position, spatial frequency, direction of motion
(cf. Stocker and Simoncelli NIPS)



Neural correlates of the after effects - a dichotomy

• Adaptation reduces neuronal responsiveness in the neighbourhood of the adapter

• Tuning curves shift away from the adapted value. e.g. spatial frequency,
temporal frequency and orientation tuning (e.g. next slide)

• Shifts in opposite direction needed to predict perceptual phenomenon

– Repulsion of the tuning curves makes stimuli further away from the adapter “appear” closer,

as neurons in the region of the adapter become more sensitive to them

• Attractive perceptual effects are almost never observed

• Current theories therefore focus on the representational efficiency offered by
repulsive shifts in tuning and steer away from correlating to psychophysics

• BUT: Repusive shifts only found in V1: responses of higher areas unknown



Orientation adaptation



Take home points of the paper

Investigate adaptation to motion in MT, finding:

• responsivity at the adapted direction is maintained

• response reduced for nearby directions

• results in narrowing of tuning curves near to the adapter

• adaptation on the flank of a tuning curve causes an attractive shift

Hence, they argue current theories about the mechanism for adaptation are
incomplete as they are based on the V1 results.



Methods

• 71 “well-isolated” MT units in 12 anesthetized paralyzed macaque monkeys RFs
centred within 25◦ of the fovea and most were within 15◦

• Stimuli are moving sinusoidal gratings



Experimental proceedure - caption for previous figure

- Fix size, spatial frequency and and drift rate for cell to optimal values

- Test response of neuron to drifting sinusoidal gratings drifting in 16
test directions (in 22.5◦ steps)

- adapt for 40s (either close to peak of cell, on a flank, and in a region
which failed) to evoke a response.
- test response again 1s
- top up the adaptation 5s, repeat

- recover for 180s, repeat

- Find a new cell, repeat



Results: Adaptation close to peak (within 20◦ of peak)



Figure caption

• TOP open circles: before adaptation, closed circles: after

• dashed line: base line before adaptation, dotted line after.

• BOTTOM histograms of the changes -

• Fit von Mises functions (a exp(b cos(θ − xc)) + m) before and after

• extract the preferred direction, the FWHM, and the responsivity rmax−rbaseline.

• on average a tuning curve stays put, declines in responsitivity and narrows
substantially (by about half).

• NB. The log axis - the mean response ratio seems to be almost 1/2 which is
quite different from the examples they presented.



Results: Adaptation to flanking adapter (20− 75◦ of peak)



Figure caption

• same structure as previous figure

• a and b are the same cell, adapted in opposite directions.

• Adaptation generally has negligible effect on the adapted flank responsivity, but
the opposite flank shows a substantial reduction.

• This causes the shift toward the adapted stimulus value and a small reduction
in bandwidth (compared to adaptation to the preferred direction).

• Generally the response at the peak reduced too.

• c shows an atypical cell which increased its responsivity on the adapted flank.

• Average shift = 9.3± 1.4



Results: Contrast sensitivity for flanking adapter

• Adapted flank of the RF didn’t change very much, but the sensitivity to
contrast tuning might (ie. response to lower contrasts)

• Find:

– adapted flank responds the same to high contrasts (as it must)
– at low contrasts the reponse is reduced
– the unadapted flank is reduced for all contrasts



Controls

Could effects like the responsivity change being least for stimuli close to the
adapting stimuli, be due to the transients caused by stimulus switches?

1. interleaved 250ms pauses between the transitions:Doesn’t alter results.

2. redo analysis ignoring first 300ms of neural response: Doesn’t alter results.

Could the protocol itself introduce a attractive bias into flank adaptation?

1. Record from V1 and compare against previous work, find small effects:

• non-direction sensitive cells showed a small repulsive shift (2.4± 2◦)

• direction sensitive cells a small attractive shift (1.2± 2.4◦)

• Individuals did show repeatable repulsive and attractive effects.

Find: Flank adaptation in V1 leads to ave. repulsion of 0.4 ± 1.6◦. They explain
away the differences with previous studies (sig. vs no sig. repulsion) as a result of
small population numbers, and a different protocol. (Weird nos tho.)



Results: Adaptation to End-of-flank and null directions

End-of-flank adaptation

• place stimuli ≥ 95◦ from the best direction

• no change in the tuning function

• attractive shifts only occur for stimuli in the tuning bandwidth of the cell.

Null adaptation

• MT cells are inhibited by motion in opposite direction to their best direction
(termed the null direction)

• Null adaptation reduces the efficacy of this inhibition

• However, on average, this reduction in inhibition does not effect the tuning of
the cell (there is a questionable bandwidth effect).



Pooling the results 1

Black = preferred, red = flank, blue = end-of-flank, green = null, black line = moving average,

filled circles = significant



Pooling the results 2

Black = preferred, red = flank, blue = end-of-flank, green = null, black line = moving average,

filled circles = significant



What does this all mean? ... models



Conclusions

Investigate adaptation to motion in MT, finding:

• responsivity at the adapted direction is maintained

• response reduced for nearby directions

• results in narrowing of tuning curves near to the adapter

• adaptation on the flank of a tuning curve causes an attractive shift

A simple model using these results accounts for the correspondin perceptual effects.


